
17 X 48 CHIRO LONG PANEL
SINGLE EXPOSURE FULL SPINE SOLUTION

Single Shot Exposure

   Detector Technology: Amorphous Silicon

   Scintillator: CsI (Cesium)

Pixel Size: 139 micron

Spatial Resolution: 3.6 lp/mm

17 X 48 ACTIVE AREA 

Our Universal-DR 17” x 48” single 
exposure, dose reducing, time saving 
full spine panel. Improving workflow 
efficiency while improving the patient 
experience.

    Seven years ago, I made the leap from full spine   
    plain film to a 14x17 digital X-ray detector for just 
under $40,000.  It took a while to get used to taking 
multiple images, section by section, especially in such a 
way that I could accurately stitch them together and have 
good images of the full spine.  But the quality of the 
images were clearly much better right away and the 
process a little faster!  As someone who really values X-ray 
as a tool, I was overjoyed with the quality.  Still there were 
times when the stitching process was tricky.

I am now using the new digital full spine panel which 
acquires an image in a single shot, instead of 2-3 individual 
I am now using the new digital full spine panel which 
acquires an image in a single shot, instead of 2-3 individual 
shots, and no stitching is needed.   The acquisition is 
significantly faster.  Both my time in the X-ray room and my 
time processing and counting are cut by 75%!  The result 
for my business has been great as I can see several more 
patients in a day or finish all my imaging work and notes 
earlier.  I love it. Thank you 20/20 Imaging!
                            
              D . D  Lyn
             Precision Chiropractic
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    20/20 has answered the call with the highest quality full spine 17x48 panel and Gonstead 
analysis system, and for that we thank them! We love our new system!

 Key Improvements:
 - Lightning-fast full spine image easier for patient.
 - User friendly soware
 - Great Customer Service
 - Gonstead Analysis tools with specific pelvic analysis.
 - Stitching capability - Stitching capability
 - Perfect full spine lateral when shooting in 2 views for disc visualization.
 - One exposure FULL SPINE AP film.
 - Superb clarity
 - Minimal movement of patient to get full spine image.

Joshua J. Lawlor DC
Lawlor Family Chiropractic

IMAGING STAFF RATING

5 out of 5 STARS 
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